MOICO Dog Pooper Scooper, 3 Pack Upgraded Adjustable Long
Handle Metal Tray, Rake and Spade Poop Scoop, Pet Waste Removal
Pooper Scooper for Large Medium Small Dogs and Pets Review-2021

[ Upgraded Version Sturdy Metal Design]: More thicker tube than other pooper scooper on the on
the market, no longer weak and bend. Unique clip-on structure and more reliable locking make the
dog pooper scooper never spin around or falling apart.
[Extra-long Adjustable Ergonomic Handle]: You can adjust the handle length according to your
needs, the molded grip handle reaches up to 42â€•for rake), increased operator comfort, the entire
length of pooper scooper can making for efficient cleanups without breaking the back . (no more
bending when clean up pet poop
[ Lightweight and Durable Construction]: MOICO dog poop scooper sets are made of sturdy
aluminum and stainless parts, super sturdy, resistant to rust and dirty provide longer life than plastic
and wooden scoopers. This poop scoop not only use for home but also suitable for cleaning up
yards, kennels, garden debris and more.
[Easy to Clean and Storage]: Detachable 3-section handle save space, snaps together and
integrated hanging hook for convenient storage. Slick metal surface for convenient cleaning without
the need of countless plastic bag.
[Why Choose?]: We are completely confident that you will love our dog pooper scooper. If you don't
feel it was worth every penny of your investment today, we'll give your full payment back and you
can also keep the pooper scooper as well. Any questions for the product, please raise a question at
Q&A page for othersâ€™ help. Zero-risk purchase, "Add to Cart" now!MOICO Upgraded Long
Handle Pooper Scooper Large Dogs Heavy Duty
More thicker stainless steel tube ,more durable use.
Clip-on structure, more convenient and reliable, no more spinning around or easy dropping.
Boasts a rustproof, lightweight stainless steel construction.
Non-stick metal material construction and easy to clean.
Snaps together for convenient storage.
Integrated hanging hooks for added convenience.
Height adjustable up to 42 inches(For Rake ).
MOICO Metal Pooper Scooper for Large Dog Tackle a Variety of Dog Waste Cleaning Needs
Lightweight Tray
Made of stainless steel is rust-proof and durable, slick metal surface for convenient cleaning.
Durable and Multifunctional Spade
Use the spade for indoor or on the flat floor poop cleaning .
Rake with 9 Sturdy Teeth
The rake provides effective pickups on a variety of surfaces including grass, dirt, and pavement.
How to Installation Pooper Scooper Set
1.Find the tube ("FOR SPADE",:FOR RAKE", "FOR TRAY")in the bag .
2.Insert one end of the button into the hole of the tray.
3.Connect the middle tube by rotating.
4.Sleeve the link into the handle tube.
5.Connect the handle tube by rotating.
Please refer to the picture on the leftyou can wear gloves for installation.
Outstanding Detachable Design
.Each handle can be detached into 3 pieces of short tube,and each tube have 3 different sizes .
.you can freely adjust the handle length per your need.
Three lengths of tubes can be interchanged on the tray,rake and spade,the size can up to 42" (for
rake).
.Easy and quick assembly by reliable clip-on interlocking.
.Snaps together and integrated hanging hook for convenient storage.
Package Including:
3 tubes in â€œFOR RAKEâ€•
3 tubes in â€œFOR DUSTPANâ€•
3 tubes in "FOR SPADE"

2 pc link
1 pc rake
1 pc tray
1 pc spade
1 pair gloves Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture,
description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

